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The Faithful Spy: Spy Thriller (John Wells Book 1)
While on holiday, Professor Harry Barstow, a renowned physicist, crashes his auto, awakening in the persona
of adventurer Conway Carruther, the hero of the novel he had been reading.
Another thrilling adventure featuring John Wells, the deep cover CIA operative from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Faithful Spy and The Deceivers. John Wells barely survived his homecoming when it
was thought he’d become too close to the terrorists. Though his wounds have healed, his mind is far from
clear. He needs to get back in the fight. And there is a fight waiting for him. A power play in China is causing
chaos around the globe. And even as Wells does what he does best, a mole within the CIA is preparing to light
the final fuse that will propel an unsuspecting world toward open war and annihilation. And this time, there
may be nothing John Wells can do to stop it...
CIA agent John Wells has been undercover so long that his bosses are no longer sure he's still loyal - or even
still alive. For years Wells has been building his cover in the mountains of Afghanistan, his existence known
only to a few senior CIA officials. But now he's coming home - and no one, including his CIA minder Jennifer
Exley, knows what to expect. He is a man alone, used by two adversaries and trusted by neither. And as
terrorists prepare to unleash the most devastating attack in history, Wells knows he is the only man who can
stop them. With or without the government's approval...
Interweaving handwritten text and art in his signature style, John Hendrix tells the fascinating story of
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and his fight against the oppression of the German people during World War II.
Bonhoeffer was a German Lutheran pastor and theologian who was shocked to watch the German church
embrace Hitler's agenda of hatred. He spoke out against the Nazi party and led a breakaway church that
rebelled against racist and nationalist beliefs of the Third Reich. Struggling with how his faith interacted with
his ethics, Bonhoeffer eventually became convinced that Hitler and the Nazi Party needed to be stopped--and
he was willing to sacrifice anything and everything to do so.
The only American ever to crack al Qaeda, John Wells has been undercover so long that the CIA is no longer
sure he's loyal - or even alive. Now, on the orders of Omar Khadri - the mastermind spearheading al Qaeda's
attacks on American - Wells is coming home. And no-one knows what to expect.
Polish Spies, the CIA, and the Forging of an Unlikely Alliance
My Explosive Diary
Fatherland
Munich
Midnight in Europe

The Faithful SpyA NovelRandom House
To unmask a CIA mole, John Wells must resume his old undercover identity as an al Qaeda jihadi—and hope he can survive it—in this cutting-edge
novel from #1 New York Times-bestselling author Alex Berenson. It is the most dangerous mission of John Wells’s career... Evidence is mounting that
someone high up in the CIA is doing the unthinkable—passing messages to ISIS, alerting them to planned operations. Finding out the mole’s identity
without alerting him, however, will be very hard, and to accomplish it, Wells will have to do something he thought he’d left behind forever. He will
have to reassume his former identity as an al Qaeda jihadi, get captured, and go undercover to befriend an ISIS prisoner in a secret Bulgarian
prison. Many years before, Wells was the only American agent ever to penetrate al Qaeda, but times have changed drastically. The terrorist
organizations have multiplied: gotten bigger, crueler, more ambitious and powerful. Wells knows it may well be his death sentence. But there is no one
else.
“A well-crafted page-turner that addresses the most important issue of our time. It will keep you reading well into the night.”–Vince Flynn A New
York Times reporter has drawn upon his experience covering the occupation in Iraq to write the most gripping and chillingly plausible thriller of the
post-9/11 era. Alex Berenson’s debut novel of suspense, The Faithful Spy, is a sharp, explosive story that takes readers inside the war on terror as
fiction has never done before. John Wells is the only American CIA agent ever to penetrate al Qaeda. Since before the attacks in 2001, Wells has
been hiding in the mountains of Pakistan, biding his time, building his cover. Now, on the orders of Omar Khadri–the malicious mastermind plotting
more al Qaeda strikes on America–Wells is coming home. Neither Khadri nor Jennifer Exley, Wells’s superior at Langley, knows quite what to
expect. For Wells has changed during his years in the mountains. He has become a Muslim. He finds the United States decadent and shallow. Yet he
hates al Qaeda and the way it uses Islam to justify its murderous assaults on innocents. He is a man alone, and the CIA–still reeling from its failure
to predict 9/11 or find weapons of mass destruction in Iraq–does not know whether to trust him. Among his handlers at Langley, only Exley believes
in him, and even she sometimes wonders. And so the agency freezes Wells out, preferring to rely on high-tech means for gathering intelligence. But as
that strategy fails and Khadri moves closer to unleashing the most devastating terrorist attack in history, Wells and Exley must somehow find a way
to stop him, with or without the government’s consent. From secret American military bases where suspects are held and “interrogated” to basement
laboratories where al Qaeda’s scientists grow the deadliest of biological weapons, The Faithful Spy is a riveting and cautionary tale, as affecting in
its personal stories as it is sophisticated in its political details. The first spy thriller to grapple squarely with the complexities and terrors of today’s
world, this is a uniquely exciting and unnerving novel by an author who truly knows his territory.
"The excitement never stops . . . high adventure at its very best." --New York Times bestselling author Gayle Lynds In the icy waters of the northern
Pacific, a top-secret mission threatens to explode into a nuclear crisis . . . A Russian military spy sub lies marooned in American waters near the
U.S.-Canadian border. Yuri Kirov, a seasoned security officer, is in charge of the crew's safety--and the operation's success. His only hope is to
make a death-defying underwater escape, reach shore undetected, and convince a total stranger that the fate of the world depends on helping him.
For software engineer Laura Newman, it's not an easy choice. But with two Russian spies tailing them, and tensions escalating between superpowers,
one wrong move could trigger unthinkable devastation. In the tradition of Tom Clancy's The Hunt for Red October, this electrifying novel of
espionage is a gripping tale of danger, courage, and daring decisions. Includes an exciting excerpt from the next Yuri Kirov thriller, The Forever Spy.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author of V2 and Fatherland—a WWII-era spy thriller set against the backdrop of the
fateful Munich Conference of September 1938. Now a Netflix film starring Jeremy Irons. With this electrifying novel about treason and conscience,
loyalty and betrayal, "Harris has brought history to life with exceptional skill" (The Washington Post). Hugh Legat is a rising star of the British
diplomatic service, serving at 10 Downing Street as a private secretary to the Prime Minister, Neville Chamberlain. Paul von Hartmann is on the staff
of the German Foreign Office--and secretly a member of the anti-Hitler resistance. The two men were friends at Oxford in the 1920s, but have not
been in contact since. Now, when Hugh flies with Chamberlain from London to Munich, and Hartmann travels on Hitler's train overnight from
Berlin, their paths are set on a disastrous collision course. And once again, Robert Harris gives us actual events of historical importance--here are
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Hitler, Chamberlain, Mussolini, Daladier--at the heart of an electrifying, unputdownable novel.
The Midnight House
The Silent Man
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the Plot to Kill Hitler
The Secret Soldier
A shocking disaster threatens to trigger a new Cold War . . . Deep beneath the ice-covered Arctic Ocean, a massive oil spill threatens
destruction on an untold scale. Yuri Kirov, a former operative for the Russian Navy and an expert in state-of-the-art underwater
vessels, is pressed into duty—America’s only hope at limiting the damage. When Yuri’s past is exposed by a turncoat spy, he is
blackmailed into taking on a risky subsea espionage mission. With the future of his newly adopted country at risk—and his loved ones
in the line of fire—Yuri must lead his crew into the iciest depths before tensions boil over—while an unseen enemy pushes both
superpowers one step closer to the brink . . . Praise for the first Yuri Kirov thriller, The Good Spy “The excitement never stops . . . high
adventure at its very best.”—Gayle Lynds “An explosive, high-stakes thriller that keeps you guessing.” —Leo J. Maloney “A pageturner with as much heart as brains.” —Dana Haynes “A fast-paced adventure that will take readers on a thrilling journey.” —Diana
Chambers “Breathless entertainment.” —Tim Tigner
Once a spy . . . Granted asylum by the United States, former Russian naval intelligence officer Yuri Kirov wants nothing more than to
live peacefully with his adopted American family. But first the underwater technology expert must pay a price . . . Yuri is drafted by the
CIA. His mission: assist U.S. spies with uncovering the secret behind the People's Republic of China's new weapon system,
codename SERPENT. The radical antisubmarine technology erases America's advantage in underseas warfare. Amid the turmoil of
escalating tension between China and Russia, Yuri's team is inserted by a spy sub onto Hainan Island in the South China Sea. The
mission spirals out of control, leaving Yuri trapped with a CIA officer and a beautiful, high-ranking Chinese engineer. With PRC forces
closing in and war between superpowers about to break out, there is only one avenue of escape left. That route will pit Yuri against
China's full might and power . . . Praise for the The Good Spy "An explosive, high-stakes thriller that keeps you guessing." -Leo J.
Maloney "The excitement never stops . . . high adventure at its very best."-Gayle Lynds "A page-turner with as much heart as brains."
-Dana Haynes "A fast-paced adventure that will take readers on a thrilling journey." -Diana Chambers "Breathless entertainment." -Tim
Tigner
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The celebrated author of Double Cross and Rogue Heroes returns with his greatest spy story
yet, a thrilling Americans-era tale of Oleg Gordievsky, the Russian whose secret work helped hasten the end of the Cold War. “The
best true spy story I have ever read.”—JOHN LE CARRÉ Named a Best Book of the Year by The Economist • Shortlisted for the
Bailie Giffords Prize in Nonfiction If anyone could be considered a Russian counterpart to the infamous British double-agent Kim
Philby, it was Oleg Gordievsky. The son of two KGB agents and the product of the best Soviet institutions, the savvy, sophisticated
Gordievsky grew to see his nation's communism as both criminal and philistine. He took his first posting for Russian intelligence in
1968 and eventually became the Soviet Union's top man in London, but from 1973 on he was secretly working for MI6. For nearly a
decade, as the Cold War reached its twilight, Gordievsky helped the West turn the tables on the KGB, exposing Russian spies and
helping to foil countless intelligence plots, as the Soviet leadership grew increasingly paranoid at the United States's nuclear firststrike capabilities and brought the world closer to the brink of war. Desperate to keep the circle of trust close, MI6 never revealed
Gordievsky's name to its counterparts in the CIA, which in turn grew obsessed with figuring out the identity of Britain's obviously toplevel source. Their obsession ultimately doomed Gordievsky: the CIA officer assigned to identify him was none other than Aldrich
Ames, the man who would become infamous for secretly spying for the Soviets. Unfolding the delicious three-way gamesmanship
between America, Britain, and the Soviet Union, and culminating in the gripping cinematic beat-by-beat of Gordievsky's nail-biting
escape from Moscow in 1985, Ben Macintyre's latest may be his best yet. Like the greatest novels of John le Carré, it brings readers
deep into a world of treachery and betrayal, where the lines bleed between the personal and the professional, and one man's hatred of
communism had the power to change the future of nations.
John Wells may have left the CIA, but he hasn't left the high-stakes world of espionage, where hidden battles determine the fate of
nations. In Saudi Arabia, King Abdullah is losing his hold. A series of terrorist attacks has put the Kingdom on edge, and even
Abdullah's own secret police cannot be trusted. With nowhere to turn, the King asks for Wells's help. Reluctantly, and with the secret
blessing of his former CIA boss, Wells agrees. But as he begins to unravel the conspiracy, it takes an unexpected twist, becoming
more dangerous than Wells ever imagined. The plotters want more than the fall of a monarch. They want to start the final battle
between America and Islam--with only themselves as the victor...
A retired spy.A dead husband.A new job offer to save the world.It
The Shadow Patrol
The Wolves
The Deceivers
An Officer and a Spy
The True Story of the Woman Who Became WWII's Most Highly Decorated Spy
A novel of international intrigue and catastrophic terrorism from the #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Ghost War and The Faithful Spy. For CIA operative John Wells, the
underworld has become more real than the real world. He's spent years in the close company of
evil men. And he's paid the price in every possible way. Now, he's on the ragged edge of
burnout. His nights are plagued by twisted dreams. He's beginning to doubt if he can ever live
a normal life—and he's right to think so. When a power adversary from Wells's past finds him,
he must once again enter the fray. For his country. For his soul. For revenge....
SS GENERAL is the definitive Stalingrad novel, a gripping portrait of war's brutal realities.
It was said that Stalingrad had been burning since August, ever since the first German bombs
were dropped... Sven Hassel and his comrades are plunged into the maelstrom of Stalingrad.
Radio Moscow reports that one German soldier dies every minute. Trapped by the Russian counterattack, starving soldiers must resort to cannibalism to survive. But 'Tiny', Porta, the
Legionnaire and Sven attempt to break out, to fight their way across the frozen steppe. Their
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leader: an SS general who takes no prisoners...
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A whistle-blower. A witch hunt. A cover-up. Secret tribunals, out-ofcontrol intelligence agencies, and government corruption. Welcome to 1890s Paris. Alfred
Dreyfus has been convicted of treason, sentenced to life imprisonment on a far-off island, and
publicly stripped of his rank. Among the witnesses to his humiliation is Georges Picquart, an
ambitious military officer who believes in Dreyfus's guilt as staunchly as any member of the
public. But when he is promoted to head of the French counter-espionage agency, Picquart finds
evidence that a spy still remains at large in the military—indicating that Dreyfus is innocent.
As evidence of the most malignant deceit mounts and spirals inexorably toward the uppermost
levels of government, Picquart is compelled to question not only the case against Dreyfus but
also his most deeply held beliefs about his country, and about himself. Winner of the Walter
Scott Prize for historical fiction Winner of the American Library in Paris Book Award
Meet Eliza Boom—assistant inventor, junior spy, and full-on fantastic—as she tells all in this
first book of a chapter book series packed with jokes, doodles, and dear-diary secrets! Eliza
Boom is having a blast. Her father is an inventor who makes gadgets for spies, and Eliza is his
unofficial assistant…very unofficial. Eliza knows if she can just build that one indispensable
thing that every secret agent needs, she can be a full-fledged spy herself, but somehow her
inventions keep going wrong. Still, with her best friend (well, dog), Einstein, she’s not going
to give up. When Eliza’s father loses a top-secret roll of film, Eliza realizes that she might
have accidentally given it to class bully Zoe Wakefield, the Queen of Mean. Eliza’s got to
retrieve the film, which Zoe is using as a hair bow, before enemy spies get to it. Luckily
she’s got Einstein as well as her own brand-new assistant (and friend), Amy, to help her. Can
these three would-be 007s get the film, stop the spies, and get revenge on the class bully?
There’s only one way to find out—and that’s to read Eliza’s diary!
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Interfering with the presidential election was just the first
step. The Russians don't just want to influence American elections--they want it all. Former
CIA agent John Wells confronts a plot of astonishing audacity as New York Times-bestselling
author Alex Berenson goes beyond today's headlines to tomorrow's all-too-real threats. It was
supposed to be a terrorist sting. The guns were supposed to be disabled. Then why was there so
much blood? The target was the American Airlines Center, the home of the Dallas Mavericks. The
FBI had told Ahmed Shakir that his drug bust would go away if he helped them, and they'd supply
all the weaponry, carefully removing the firing pins before the main event. It never occurred
to Ahmed to doubt them, until it was too late. When John Wells is called to Washington, he's
sure it's to investigate the carnage in Dallas, but it isn't. The former CIA director, now
president, Vinnie Duto has plenty of people working in Texas. He wants Wells to go to Colombia.
An old asset there has information to share--and it will lead Wells to the deadliest mission of
his life, an extraordinary confluence of sleeper cells, sniper teams, false flag operations,
double agents high in the U.S. government--and a Russian plot to take over the government
itself. If it succeeds, what happened in Texas will be only a prelude.
(Kyle Achilles, Book 2)
The Prisoner
God's Spy
The End of Me: The Single Lady Spy 1
Last Man Standing
HE DIDN'T DO IT. He really didn't. But proving it, will be a killer. Imagine Harrison Ford's THE FUGITIVE meets Tom Clancy's
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER. ⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ "The best book I've read, bar none." --Ed Wiseman
⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯⎯ Framed for murder and on the run, former Olympic biathlete Kyle Achilles is also in the crosshairs of
assassins' guns. Why? He has no idea. He's fighting blind against two master strategists and one extraordinary invention--known
as Brillyanc. Achilles' only ally is the other prime suspect, a beautiful Russian mathematician who is either the best or worst person
to ever enter his life. Katya was engaged to Achilles' brother -- before he died. Chasing clues while dodging bullets, Achilles and
Katya race around the globe, uncovering a conspiracy conceived in Moscow, born in Silicon Valley, and destined to demolish both
the White House and the Kremlin. Along the way a lost soul finds purpose, a broken heart confronts forbidden love, and America
gains a new hero. Packed with heart-stopping surprises, paced by razor-sharp plotting, and populated with richly rendered
characters, Pushing Brilliance will leave you breathless and longing for more. ________________________________________
Amazon named Tim Tigner an All-Star Author in December, 2017 and every month since for being one of the most popular
authors in Kindle Unlimited. His books are recommended for fans of David Baldacci, Lee Child's Jack Reacher, Tom Clancy's Jack
Ryan, Nelson DeMille's John Corey, Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp, Mark Greaney's Gray Man, Gregg Hurwitz's Orphan X, Robert
Ludlum's Jason Bourne, John Sandford's Lucas Davenport, Daniel Silva's Gabriel Allon, Brad Taylor's Pike Logan, Brad Thor's
Scot Harvath, and Dan Brown's Robert Langdon.
John Wells has only twelve days to stop the United States from being tricked into invading Iran in the new cutting-edge novel of
modern suspense from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author. Twelve days. Wells, with his former CIA bosses Ellis Shafer
and Vinnie Duto, has uncovered a staggering plot, a false-flag operation to convince the President to attack Iran. But they have no
hard evidence, and no one at Langley or the White House will listen. Now the President has set a deadline for Iran to give up its
nuclear program, and the mullahs in Tehran—furious and frightened—have responded with a deadly terrorist attack. Wells, Shafer,
and Duto know they have only twelve days to find the proof they need. They fan out, from Switzerland to Saudi Arabia, Israel to
Russia, desperately trying to tease out the clues in their possession. Meanwhile, the United States is moving soldiers and Marines
to Iran’s border. And Iran has mobilized its own squad of suicide bombers. And as the days tick by and the obstacles mount, they
realize that everything they do may not be enough…
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Internationally acclaimed as "a premier writer of espionage thrillers" (USA Today), Charles Cumming is "among the most skillful
spy novelists" (Washington Post) and "a worthy successor to the masters...like John le Carré and Len Deighton" (Chicago SunTimes). Now, with A COLDER WAR, Cumming returns with MI6 agent Tom Kell (A Foreign Country), in a tour de force that will
dazzle readers and critics alike. A top-ranking Iranian military official is blown up while trying to defect to the West. An investigative
journalist is arrested and imprisoned for writing an article critical of the Turkish government. An Iranian nuclear scientist is
assassinated on the streets of Tehran. These three incidents, seemingly unrelated, have one crucial link. Each of the three had
been recently recruited by Western intelligence, before being removed or killed. Then Paul Wallinger, MI6's most senior agent in
Turkey, dies in a puzzling plane crash. Fearing the worst, MI6 bypasses the usual protocol and brings disgraced agent Tom Kell in
from the cold to investigate. Kell soon discovers what Wallinger had already begun to suspect—that there's a mole somewhere in
the Western intelligence, a traitor who has been systematically sabotaging scores of joint intelligence operations in the Middle
East.
#1 New York Times Bestseller Winner of the Edgar® Award Drawing from his experience as a correspondent in Iraq, Alex
Berenson exploded onto the thriller scene with this perfectly crafted, highly-acclaimed debut novel—“a timely reminder of the
extremely precarious way we live now” (The Washington Post). Years ago, John Wells was an all-American boy from Montana.
Now, he is roaming the mountains of Pakistan as a member of al Qaeda. After a decade away from home, he despises the United
States for its decadence. He hates America’s shallow, mindless culture of vice and violence. He is a devout Muslim. He is a brave
warrior for Allah. He is a CIA operative. And he is coming home…
A spy without a country . . . Yuri Kirov is a wanted man. A former intelligence officer for the Russian Navy, he is living incognito in
the United States. But the Russians are not through with him. He is recalled to duty and ordered to complete one last mission:
infiltrate a Chinese naval base and install spy hardware on their newest nuclear submarine. As a Navy veteran and expert in
underwater technology, Yuri is the perfect man for the job. But with his family in danger in the U.S., he is also the perfect pawn. By
the time Yuri discovers the true purpose of his mission, it is too late. A new Cold War is heating up. And it’s about to go nuclear . .
. Praise for the The Good Spy “An explosive, high-stakes thriller that keeps you guessing.” —Leo J. Maloney “The excitement never
stops . . . high adventure at its very best.”—Gayle Lynds “A page-turner with as much heart as brains.” —Dana Haynes “A fast-paced
adventure that will take readers on a thrilling journey.” —Diana Chambers “Breathless entertainment.” —Tim Tigner
Twelve Days
A Colder War
The Faithful Spy
Tokyo Black
SS General

The sole survivor of a devastating ambush, FBI Hostage Rescue Team agent Web London would do anything to find out what really
happened that night--and a ten year old boy may be the unexpected key in this #1 New York Times bestselling thriller. Web London was
trained to penetrate hostile ground and come out alive. Then ten seconds in a dark alley cost him everything: his friends, his fellow agents,
his reputation. Among his super-elite FBI Hostage Rescue Team, Web was the sole survivor of a high-tech, devastating ambush. Now Web is
trying to put his life back together and understand what really happened. To get answers, he'll need the help of psychiatrist Claire Daniels and
the one other human being who lived through the attack--a ten-year-old boy. But when his search leads him back to that bloodstained alley,
Web suddenly realizes he is about to face his assassin again. And this time, one of them will become the Last Man Standing.
Set in the secluded world of cloistered abbeys, long-lost secrets and angelic humans, Angelology has all the makings of a blockbuster hit,
combining elements of The Da Vinci Code and Kate Mosse's Labyrinth Sister Evangeline was just a young girl when her father left her at St.
Rose Convent under the care of the Franciscan Sisters of Perpetual Adoration. Now a young woman, she has unexpectedly discovered a
collection of letters dating back sixty years - letters that bring her deep into a closely guarded secret, to an ancient conflict between the
millennium-old Society of Angelologists and the monstrously beautiful Nephilim, the descendants of angels and humans. Rich and
mesmerizing, Angelology blends biblical lore, mythology and the fall of the Rebel Angels, creating a luminous, riveting tale of one young
woman caught in a battle that will determine the fate of the world.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Paris, 1938. As the shadow of war darkens Europe, democratic forces on the Continent struggle against
fascism and communism, while in Spain the war has already begun. Alan Furst, whom Vince Flynn has called “the most talented espionage
novelist of our generation,” now gives us a taut, suspenseful, romantic, and richly rendered novel of spies and secret operatives in Paris and
New York, in Warsaw and Odessa, on the eve of World War II. Cristián Ferrar, a brilliant and handsome Spanish émigré, is a lawyer in the
Paris office of a prestigious international law firm. Ferrar is approached by the embassy of the Spanish Republic and asked to help a
clandestine agency trying desperately to supply weapons to the Republic’s beleaguered army—an effort that puts his life at risk in the battle
against fascism. Joining Ferrar in this mission is a group of unlikely men and women: idealists and gangsters, arms traders and aristocrats
and spies. From shady Paris nightclubs to white-shoe New York law firms, from brothels in Istanbul to the dockyards of Poland, Ferrar and
his allies battle the secret agents of Hitler and Franco. And what allies they are: there’s Max de Lyon, a former arms merchant now hunted by
the Gestapo; the Marquesa Maria Cristina, a beautiful aristocrat with a taste for danger; and the Macedonian Stavros, who grew up “fighting
Bulgarian bandits. After that, being a gangster was easy.” Then there is Eileen Moore, the American woman Ferrar could never forget. In
Midnight in Europe, Alan Furst paints a spellbinding portrait of a continent marching into a nightmare—and the heroes and heroines who
fought back against the darkness. Praise for Alan Furst and Midnight in Europe “Furst never stops astounding me.”—Tom Hanks “Furst is the
best in the business.”—Vince Flynn “Elegant, gripping . . . [Furst] remains at the top of his game.”—The New York Times “Suspenseful and
sophisticated . . . No espionage author, it seems, is better at summoning the shifting moods and emotional atmosphere of Europe before the
start of World War II than Alan Furst.”—The Wall Street Journal “Endlessly compelling . . . Furst delivers an observant, sexy, and thrilling tale
set in the outskirts of World War II. In Furst’s hands, Paris once again comes alive with intrigue.”—Erik Larson “Too much fun to put down . . .
[Furst is] a master of the atmospheric thriller.”—The Boston Globe
From Tana French, author of the forthcoming novel The Searcher, “the most important crime novelist to emerge in the past 10 years” (The
Washington Post), the bestseller called “the most stunning of her books” (The New York Times) and a finalist for the Edgar Award. Back in
1985, Frank Mackey was a nineteen-year-old kid with a dream of escaping hisi family's cramped flat on Faithful Place and running away to
London with his girl, Rosie Daly. But on the night they were supposed to leave, Rosie didn't show. Frank took it for granted that she'd dumped
him-probably because of his alcoholic father, nutcase mother, and generally dysfunctional family. He never went home again. Neither did
Rosie. Then, twenty-two years later, Rosie's suitcase shows up behind a fireplace in a derelict house on Faithful Place, and Frank, now a
detective in the Dublin Undercover squad, is going home whether he likes it or not.
The #1 Spanish bestseller, sold in over 40 countries, a spectacular contemporary thriller set in the heart of the Vatican A ruthless serial killer,
a chilling conspiracy, and a deadly race around the Vatican converge in this internationally bestselling thriller. In the days following the death
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of Pope John Paul II, the horribly disfigured body of a cardinal is discovered in a chapel in Rome. With a serial killer now on the loose in the
Vatican, Police Inspector Paola Dicanti is assigned to the grisly case. Desperate to find the killer before another victim dies, she enlists the
help of Father Anthony Fowler, a charismatic American priest who knows more about the killer than Paola could have imagined. As Paola
and Father Anthony struggle through the web of tantalizing clues, the evidence leads them to powerful figures within the Church hierarchy.
But their pursuit of the truth may make them the next pawns to be sacrificed in this terrifying and deadly game.
A novel
Code Name: Lise
The Foreign Correspondent
Angelology
The Night Ranger

THE CLASSIC THRILLER FROM #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING AUTHOR FREDERICK FORSYTH “The Day
of the Jackal makes such comparable books such as The Manchurian Candidate and The Spy
Who Came in from the Cold seem like Hardy Boy mysteries.”—The New York Times The Jackal.
A tall, blond Englishman with opaque, gray eyes. A killer at the top of his profession. A
man unknown to any secret service in the world. An assassin with a contract to kill the
world's most heavily guarded man. One man with a rifle who can change the course of
history. One man whose mission is so secretive not even his employers know his name. And
as the minutes count down to the final act of execution, it seems that there is no power
on earth that can stop the Jackal.
Undercover operative John Wells investigates a possible Taliban infiltration of the CIA's
Kabul Station.
From Warsaw with Love is the epic story of how Polish intelligence officers forged an
alliance with the CIA in the twilight of the Cold War, told by the award-winning author
John Pomfret. Spanning decades and continents, from the battlefields of the Balkans to
secret nuclear research labs in Iran and embassy grounds in North Korea, this saga begins
in 1990. As the United States cobbles together a coalition to undo Saddam Hussein’s
invasion of Kuwait, six US officers are trapped in Iraq with intelligence that could ruin
Operation Desert Storm if it is obtained by the brutal Iraqi dictator. Desperate, the CIA
asks Poland, a longtime Cold War foe famed for its excellent spies, for help. Just months
after the Polish people voted in their first democratic election since the 1930s, the
young Solidarity government in Warsaw sends a veteran ex-Communist spy who’d battled the
West for decades to rescue the six Americans. John Pomfret’s gripping account of the 1990
cliffhanger in Iraq is just the beginning of the tale about intelligence cooperation
between Poland and the United States, cooperation that one CIA director would later
describe as “one of the two foremost intelligence relationships that the United States
has ever had.” Pomfret uncovers new details about the CIA’s black site program that held
suspected terrorists in Poland after 9/11 as well as the role of Polish spies in the hunt
for Osama bin Laden. In the tradition of the most memorable works on espionage, Pomfret’s
book tells a distressing and disquieting tale of moral ambiguity in which right and
wrong, black and white, are not conveniently distinguishable. As the United States
teeters on the edge of a new cold war with Russia and China, Pomfret explores how these
little-known events serve as a reminder of the importance of alliances in a dangerous
world.
Twenty years after Germany's victory in World War II, while the entire country prepares
for the U.S. president's visit, Berlin Detective Xavier March attempts to solve the
murder of a high-ranking Nazi commander. Reprint.
A burned spy must stop a deadly cult from igniting global conflict... Thomas Caine lives
in the shadows. Betrayed and left for dead, he has put his past as a government assassin
behind him. Now he lives off the grid, in the seedy underworld of Pattaya, Thailand. But
when local gangsters set him up for a crime he didn't commit, his old CIA masters make
him an offer he can't refuse: rot in a hellish Thai prison, or accept a dangerous mission
in Tokyo, Japan. As he hunts the neon-lit city for a CIA asset's missing daughter, he
quickly learns there is more to his assignment than meets the eye. Looming in the shadows
is Tokyo Black; a right wing terrorist cult, whose members demonstrate their loyalty by
burning their yakuza tattoos from their skin. Can Thomas Caine defeat this fanatical
enemy, before they ignite an international conflict that kills thousands? Tokyo Black is
a high-octane thrill-ride packed with gun battles, car chases, fascinating characters and
exotic locations. Reviews say "Up there with Lee Child and Vince Flynn! A heart stopping
roller-coaster ride! Move over Jason Bourne... Here comes Thomas Caine!" Click the Buy
Now button and enter the thrilling world of Thomas Caine today!
The Spy and the Traitor
A Novel
The Vigilant Spy
From Warsaw with Love
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Spy Thriller
When four young volunteers in Kenya decide to take a break from working at a Somali refugee camp, they pile into a Land Cruiser
for an adventure. But they get more than they bargained for when they are kidnapped. They wake up in a hut, hooded, bound, no
food or water. Hostages. John Wells is asked to try to find them, but he does so reluctantly. East Africa isn’t his usual playing field.
And when he arrives, he finds that the truth behind the kidnappings is far more complex than he imagined. The clock is ticking and
the White House is edging closer to an invasion of Somalia. Wells has a unique ability to go undercover and stir things up, but if he
can’t find the hostages soon, they’ll be dead—and the U.S. may be in a war it never should have begun.
From Alan Furst, whom The New York Times calls “America’s preeminent spy novelist,” comes an epic story of romantic love, love
of country, and love of freedom–the story of a secret war fought in elegant hotel bars and first-class railway cars, in the mountains
of Spain and the backstreets of Berlin. It is an inspiring, thrilling saga of everyday people forced by their hearts’ passion to fight in
the war against tyranny. By 1938, hundreds of Italian intellectuals, lawyers and journalists, university professors and scientists had
escaped Mussolini’s fascist government and taken refuge in Paris. There, amid the struggles of émigré life, they founded an Italian
resistance, with an underground press that smuggled news and encouragement back to Italy. Fighting fascism with typewriters,
they produced 512 clandestine newspapers. The Foreign Correspondent is their story. Paris, a winter night in 1938: a
murder/suicide at a discreet lovers’ hotel. But this is no romantic traged–it is the work of the OVRA, Mussolini’s fascist secret
police, and is meant to eliminate the editor of Liberazione, a clandestine émigré newspaper. Carlo Weisz, who has fled from Trieste
and secured a job as a foreign correspondent with the Reuters bureau, becomes the new editor. Weisz is, at that moment, in Spain,
reporting on the last campaign of the Spanish civil war. But as soon as he returns to Paris, he is pursued by the French Sûreté, by
agents of the OVRA, and by officers of the British Secret Intelligence Service. In the desperate politics of Europe on the edge of
war, a foreign correspondent is a pawn, worth surveillance, or blackmail, or murder. The Foreign Correspondent is the story of
Carlo Weisz and a handful of antifascists: the army officer known as “Colonel Ferrara,” who fights for a lost cause in Spain; Arturo
Salamone, the shrewd leader of a resistance group in Paris; and Christa von Schirren, the woman who becomes the love of Weisz’s
life, herself involved in a doomed resistance underground in Berlin. The Foreign Correspondent is Alan Furst at his absolute
best–taut and powerful, enigmatic and romantic, with sharp, seductive writing that takes the reader through darkness and intrigue
to a spectacular denouement.
CIA agent John Wells refuses to let a privileged businessman walk away from a crime in this novel of modern suspense from the #1
New York Times-bestselling author. John Wells has just barely managed to stop an operation designed to drive the United States
and Iran into war, but the instigator himself disappeared behind an impenetrable war of security. Now it’s time for him to pay, and
Wells has made it his personal mission. There are plenty of crosscurrents at work, though. The White House doesn’t want anybody
stirring the pot; his old CIA bosses have their own agendas; other countries are starting to sniff around, sensing something
unusual. It is when Russia and China enter the mix, however, that the whole affair is set to combust. With alarming speed, Wells is
once again on his own...and the wolves are closing in.
Summoned to Langley in the aftermath of two murders, CIA agent John Wells learns that the victims were part of a secret
interrogation team that used brutal methods to break tough jihadis, a case with ties to unexpected places.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER A Goodreads Choice Awards semifinalist Florida Book Awards Silver Medalist Featured in The New York
Times, The Atlantic, Time, New York Newsday, and on Today! Best Nonfiction Books to Read in 2019—Woman’s Day The Best
Nonfiction Books Coming Out This Year—BookBub “A nonfiction thriller.”—The Wall Street Journal From New York Times and
international bestselling author of the “gripping” (Michael Connelly, #1 New York Times bestselling author) Into the Lion’s Mouth
comes the extraordinary true story of Odette Sansom, the British spy who operated in occupied France and fell in love with her
commanding officer during World War II—perfect for fans of Unbroken, The Nightingale, and Code Girls. The year is 1942, and
World War II is in full swing. Odette Sansom decides to follow in her war hero father’s footsteps by becoming an SOE agent to aid
Britain and her beloved homeland, France. Five failed attempts and one plane crash later, she finally lands in occupied France to
begin her mission. It is here that she meets her commanding officer Captain Peter Churchill. As they successfully complete
mission after mission, Peter and Odette fall in love. All the while, they are being hunted by the cunning German secret police
sergeant, Hugo Bleicher, who finally succeeds in capturing them. They are sent to Paris’s Fresnes prison, and from there to
concentration camps in Germany where they are starved, beaten, and tortured. But in the face of despair, they never give up hope,
their love for each other, or the whereabouts of their colleagues. In Code Name: Lise, Larry Loftis paints a portrait of true courage,
patriotism, and love—of two incredibly heroic people who endured unimaginable horrors and degradations. He seamlessly weaves
together the touching romance between Odette and Peter and the thrilling cat and mouse game between them and Sergeant
Bleicher. With this amazing testament to the human spirit, Loftis proves once again that he is adept at writing “nonfiction that
reads like a page-turning novel” (Parade).
The Forever Spy
Faithful Place
The Ghost War
The Greatest Espionage Story of the Cold War
The Dark Frontier

“Berenson’s strength is his deep understanding of geopolitics and of the shoddy
compromises it demands. He clearly has excellent contacts in the world of shadows. Wells
is a complex and satisfying protagonist, tackling bad guys across the world’s conflict
zones.”--The New York Times Book Review John Wells goes undercover as the threat of
nuclear war skyrockets between the United States and Iran, in the cutting-edge new novel
from the #1 New York Times–bestselling author. In an Istanbul hotel, a deep source warns
a CIA agent that Iran intends to kill a CIA station chief. Quickly, John Wells is called
in to investigate, but before he can get far, the tip comes true. Which means that the
next warning the source gives will be taken very seriously indeed. And it’s a big one.
We’ve put a package on a ship from Dubai to the United States. A radioactive one. A bomb?
Not yet. It’s a test run. As the threat level jumps and the government mobilizes,
something still doesn’t smell right to Wells’s old CIA boss Ellis Shafer, and so he sends
Wells on a private mission to find out what’s going on. But the two of them are swimming
against the tide. From Guatemala to Thailand to Hong Kong to Istanbul, Wells uses every
skill he has, including his ability to go undercover in the Arab world, to chase down
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leads. But it might not be enough. Soon there might be nothing anyone can do to pull the
United States back from the brink of war.
The Lies of Spies
The Day of the Jackal
The Counterfeit Agent
The Good Spy
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